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Project Overview:
The SRWS, in partnership with DFO and Squamish Nation, continued the work to
restore historic side channel and off channel aquatic habitats located at the confluence
of the Ashlu and Squamish Rivers, in an area known as the Ashlu Flats. The Ashlu
River continues to support important but declining stocks of Chinook salmon and coho
salmon. Upper watershed logging in past decades and construction of a logging
access road in the 1960’s, alienated an extensive network of valuable floodplain
habitats in the northern half of the Ashlu River flats which has led to lower freshwater
productivity for these stocks and opens the opportunity to recover some of this lost
habitat. Stable floodplain habitats, now rare within the anadromous section of the
Ashlu River, are thought to provide refuge habitats important to the long term
persistence of these two stocks of salmon. This project built on strategies observed to
have been successful in improving habitat productivity in the Squamish River
watershed.
Specifically in 2008, a 250 metre groundwater side channel was constructed to provide
stable spawning and rearing and over wintering habitat for coho, Chinook and chum
salmon. The project was successful in creating a groundwater fed habitat that will
remain wetted year round. Approximately 5.0 cubic feet per second of water flow from
the Ashlu North Channel was directed into the groundwater channel at its mid point to
increase its flow particularly during high river flow events to enhance access and its
use by spawning and rearing salmon and trout. The lower end of the groundwater
channel was also connected to the lower North Ashlu Channel and the lower South
Ashlu Channel to improve the ability of salmon and trout to move between these two
habitats over the year as their seasonal habitat needs change.
The lower 1.0 km of Buck Creek was connected to the nearby Wapiti Channel to
ensure it no longer goes dry during the summer months, as occurred in the past
number of years. Additional habitat was created in lower Buck Creek through the
construction of a gravel riffle at its downstream section to provide additional spawning
habitat and to back flood previously dry off channel habitats upstream of the riffle.
A series of ponds and channels were constructed from Buck Creek to the adjacent
Wapiti Channel to increase the habitat available to rearing salmon and trout.
Surface water diverted from the Ashlu River provided to the North Ashlu Channel then
through the Wapiti Channel and finally to the Buck Creek ensures improvement of year
round fish habitat in that stream. During low summer flows up to 3.0 cubic feet per
second is provided to Buck Creek through this arrangement. An additional 3.0 cubic
feet per second is also provided to the constructed channels and ponds that now link
Wapiti Channel, Buck Creek and the lower end of the Ashlu North Channel together.
In stream complexity in all these habitats has been improved by the additional of large
wood debris.
This project improves habitat productivity limitations to Squamish River/Ashlu Creek
coho, chum and Chinook populations which are at low and declining levels of
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abundance. In this instance, both natural and human induced channel instability and
floodplain habitat losses have led to lower productivity in these stocks such they are
not able to sustain healthy levels of abundance under current environmental and
fishery conditions. As per goal #6 of the SEF goals, the project has addressed habitat
productivity limitations to southern Georgia Strait coho and Chinook populations.
Historical logging practices increased the volume of sediment supply to the Ashlu
causing infilling of side-channel habitats isolating these sections from fisheries use.
Spawner escapement monitoring within the Ashlu-Squamish watershed, undertaken
by Squamish Nation, under contract to DFO, have observed declining spawning
escapements for both Chinook and coho salmon over the past five years with the 2006
escapement for both species approaching historic lows. We fully expect the upcoming
spawner surveys to reflect the increased habitat and water flow to these formerly
isolated sections of the Ashlu side channels.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada staff (Matt Foy, Harold Beardmore, Sam Gidora)
provided the design and construction supervision for the groundwater and surface
channels of this project and bring their multi-year experience to the project.

What species, life stage did this project target:
All life stages but specifically adult and juvenile Chinook & coho stocks. Chum salmon
should be attracted to spawn in the groundwater channel and may spawn in other
gravel riffle habitats in the project. Pink salmon, steelhead and cutthroat trout will also
likely make use of the project for spawning and the later two species will rear in the
more complex habitats.

Describe the specific objectives achieved by this project:
♦ Increased the amount of critical, off channel, spawning and rearing habitat
available to Ashlu River Chinook and coho salmon.
♦ Original project goals were to provide 2.0 km and 20,000 square metres of stable,
protected off channel aquatic habitat critically important to these two species and
all other native salmonids and fishes in this watershed. Field measurements
indicate that the 2008 project has provided around 2.7 km and around 27,000
square meters of improved salmon habitat. These numbers are estimates due to
the extremely complex habitats created by this project.
♦ Strengthened existing partnerships with Watershed Stewardship groups, industry,
Squamish Nation, BC Ministry of Environment and DFO in the long term
management, protection and restoration of the Ashlu Flats ecological area to
benefit wild salmon production and the other species that depend on their
continued abundance.
♦ Supported the implementation of the Squamish River Watershed Salmon Recovery
Plan (2005) by undertaking restoration projects within high priority areas identified
such as the lower Ashlu River.
♦ Annual monitoring reports on fish presence/absence and distribution (copies of all
monitoring reports will be available to share with any interested party and will be
forwarded to PSF as well).
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Technical Implementation Details
Approach
Specifically the works began in the spring of 2008 when the connecting channels and
ponds were excavated between the Wapiti Channel and Buck Creek. The large gravel
riffle in Buck Creek was created at this time by excavating gravels from the
groundwater channel site and hauling the gravel to lower Buck Creek. After it was
dumped on site it was placed by an excavator and shaped into the riffle. Water levels
in Buck Creek upstream of the riffle were increased by approximately 2.0 metres,
greatly expanding the amount of fish habitat upstream. A final connection to water
flows in Wapiti Channel was made when all excavation was finished and the entire
project was flooded to provide the new functioning habitat for salmon and trout.
The creation of the groundwater channel began later that same summer when a then
dry channel was deepen by up to 3.0 meters to drop the channel bottom below the
lowest level of the water table, thereby creating a upwelling groundwater channel. To
keep the mature riparian vegetation intact, all the excavated material was hauled by
trucks out of the channel and piled on adjacent unused logging roads and under the
hydro powerline. Within the Ashlu Flats, other restored side channel habitats have
now been linked to the 2008 project to maximize the amount of river fed off channel
rearing habitat in the area.
This project was developed through a partnership with additional funding and support
from Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Squamish Nation (woody debris and boulders)
the Pacific Salmon Commission Southern Fund and Ledcor Power Corporation and its
partners.

Performance Expectations
Measures of Success
This type of project, which is directed at providing more stable off channel rearing and
spawning habitat on the Ashlu Flats, is both highly productive for coho and Chinook
salmon and has an expected long term benefits in excess of fifty years. The types of
habitats created by this project provide excellent and highly productive habitat for all
species of salmonids found in the lower Ashlu Creek. As a rule approximately 1.0 coho
salmon smolt will be produced from every 2.0 meters of off channel habitat created
making this project a significant benefit to this and the other salmonid species.

Milestones
Task

Completion Date

Develop final design of channels.
Initial excavation of Wapiti channel
Side channel excavation and habitat complexing
As-built survey and drawing
Final Report
Monitoring Reports

December 2007 – March 2008:
April – June 2008
July – September 2008
November – February 2009
March 2009
2010
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Project Budget
Labour
Service
Senior Biologist
Senior Engineer
Senior
Technician
Project Manager

# of
People
1
1
1

Daily
Rate
480
560
400

Total # of
Days
10
10
30

1

400

15

Labour Sub-Total A

Total
Cost
4800
5600
12000

PSC
Contribution

Other Funding
or In- Kind
4800
5600
12000

4904

2619

2285

27,304

2,619

24,685

Materials & Equipment
Item
Travel
small tools &
t &
site isupplies
materials
equipment
rental

Details

# of
Units

Unit Cost

Total
Cost

PSC
Contribution
3000
5000

rocks,
LWD

104

20000
110950

work & safety

20000
69048

1500

Advertising
technical
it i & Equipment Sub-Total B
Materials

Other Funding
or In- Kind
2896
5000

41902
1500

229

229

0

3000
143,679

69,381

3000
74,298

Total
Cost
11500

PSC
Contribution
6000

Other Funding
or In- Kind
5500

6,000

5,500

78,000

104,483

Administration and Overhead Costs
Item

# of Units

Unit Cost

Office supplies
telephone etc
Office space
Administration and Overhead Costs Total C
TOTAL EXPENSES

TOTALS (A+B+C)

182,483
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ASHLU RIVER
Ashlu Flats Restoration Project
M. Foy, Senior Bio.; S. Gidora, Bio-Technician.; H. Beardmore, Senior Eng.

Resource Restoration, Habitat and Enhancement Branch, Fisheries & Oceans Canada
December 2008

Location:

The Ashlu Creek is a fifth order coastal system lying
approximately 28 kilometres north of Squamish, British
Columbia, where it drains into the Squamish River.

Watershed Code:
Map References:
UTM Co-ordinates:
Construction Drawings:
Cost Summary:

900-097600-38300-00000-000-000-000-000-000-000
Geodetic map 92G14 Cheakamus River
Zone 10. 5527032m N 478920m E
(NAD27)
Total
Ledcor
SRWS
Fisheries & Oceans (in-kind)

$97,000
$25,000
$105,000
$20,000

Introduction:
Logging on the Ashlu Creek alluvial fan has resulted in lateral channel shifts due to loss of bank
cohesion. As a result several distributory channels were isolated including the former main
channel. The current main channel is still very unstable and quality of the fish habitat is poor.
Ashlu North and South Channels were re-opened in the late 1990’s by installing a river intake on
the Ashlu main stem. These side channels provide a variety of different types of habitat to meet
the needs of all life stages of salmonids.
An Independent Power Project (IPP) proposal put forward by the Ledcor construction company
of Vancouver was approved for the Ashlu River. Part of the approval included a sizeable
compensation/restoration budget. DFO forwarded a restoration project proposal that would take
water from the North Channel (constructed in 1999) and rewater remnant channels on the north
side of the Ashlu Main Forest Service Road. A proposal was also put forward to construct a
groundwater spawning area along an old side channel on the south side of the Ashlu main
between the previously constructed North and South Channels.
In 2007, 33,000 m2 of old off-channel habitat was re-watered. In 2008 a loop extension to the
project was added to the northeast (see sketch) creating additional spawning and rearing habitat.
A connecting channel complete with a slotted pipe intake was also constructed to supply low
summer flow to the lower reach of Buck Creek on the Squamish River flood-plain. This area
would normally dry every summer stranding and killing significant numbers of coho, cutthroat
and steelhead juveniles. On the south side of the Ashlu Main a groundwater spawning channel
was excavated as well as several cross-connecting river-water channels flowing from the North
Channel to the South Channel and back again. DFO’s Restoration Unit led the design and
contracted Hunter Excavating of Squamish to implement the work. Funding for the work was
provided by Ledcor and the Squamish River Watershed Society through grants provided by both
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the Pacific Salmon Commission and Foundation. Design and site management was provided by
DFO.

Site Sketch.
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Project Description:
Ledcor had previously cleared two large areas of forest north of the Ashlu Main between the base
of Buck Mountain and the Buck Mountain Forest Service Road. These areas were originally
intended for storage of construction spoil from the IPP project but were not needed. An old dry
Squamish River side channel cut across both clearings from north to south. A decision was made
to make a loop extension of the previous year’s project utilising the old side channel. Berms and
outlet control riffles were also constructed to create pond and marsh areas in the two clearings.
The first order of business was to excavate a stockpile of river gravel for the construction of three
planned outlet control/spawning riffles. This gravel came from the bottom end of an excavation
that Ledcor had previously undertaken for a planned settling pond.
Next a deep connecting channel from the end of the previous year’s project to the old side
channel in the upper cleared area was excavated. A plug was left in place at the upper end so that
the work could be done mostly in the dry (although there was considerable seepage). Several deep
areas were also excavated within the cleared area and spoil was used to build a berm along the
south side of the clearing and across the side channel. An outlet channel was then over-excavated
in high ground around the berm and back-filled to grade with approximately 0.5 m deep of river
gravel. Further downstream at the junction with the powerline crossing, the swale was bermed off
again and a connecting channel was constructed back to the easternmost pond constructed in
2007. This channel was again over-excavated and back-filled with 0.5 m of river gravel to grade.
In this way, once the plug was removed and the area back-flooded, two large diffuse pond areas
were created. Deep areas within the old side channel were complexed with LWD and extensive
shallow bench areas were created as well. The outlet control/spawning riffles for each pond were
located near roads for ease of access during construction and also for future monitoring purposes.
Part of this year’s project proposal was to provide summer flows to lower Buck Creek. The
design called for construction of a large (1.5 m high) stepped gravel control riffle near the lower
end of Buck Creek. A deep connecting channel was excavated at the base of Buck Mtn. and a
slotted 16” pipe intake was installed from farthest northern corner of the Ashlu project. The lower
reach of Buck Creek was then back-flooded with water from the Ashlu project up to the level of
the outlet control weir creating a large rearing slough. A final aspect of the Buck Creek work was
to top up the gravel in a 30 m. spawning area that had been back-watered at the base of Buck
Mtn.

Equipment:
Two Cat track excavators (325 and 303 mini-excavator), two Volvo rock trucks, one front-end
loader.

Monitoring and Assessment:
Ledcor, Squamish Nation, Squamish Streamkeepers, DFO and MOE

Estimated Habitat/Resource Production:
As-built survey required.
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Photo Points:

1. Excavation of connector channel to old side channel.

2. Containment berm constructed across old side channel.
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3. Over-excavated connecting channel (prior to back-filling with gravel).

4. Upper pond after back-flooding.
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5. Outlet of connecting riffle to lower pond (dividing berm in upper right corner).

6. Connecting channel to lower Buck Creek prior to back-flooding.
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7. Excavated connecting channel from Ashlu North to groundwater channel.

8. Excavated connector channel from outlet of groundwater channel to old side channel. Flow split 50/50 to
Ashlu North and South.
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9. New debris deflector installed above Ashlu River intake.
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